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Transition metal sulfides with hierarchical (ball in ball) micro/nanoporous structures have drawn wide spread
interests for various applications, such as energy storage, catalysis, solar cells, owing to their unique features and
intriguing properties. However, precise control of synthesizing process for hierarchical porous nanospheres of
transition metal sulfides remains a big challenge. In addition, the charging and discharging process of transition
metal sulfides in electrochemical storage is still a black box. Herein we design and precise control of synthesizing
a transition metal sulfide with hierarchical porous nanosphere structure, namely cobalt sulfide hierarchical
porous nanospheres (HPNs). Brownian snowball mechanism is put forward to explain the formation mechanism
of CoS samples, which is supported by first-principles calculations. The proposed Brownian snowball mechanism
helps us understand the formation process and facilitates comprehensive and precise manipulation, a key requirement for industrial scale-up. The CoS hierarchical porous nanospheres with a specific surface area of approximately 140 m2/g possess a total specific capacitance of 1310 F/g and 932 F/g at a current density of 5 A/g
when used as electrode materials for electrochemical capacitors. The capacitance reflected hybrid electrical
energy storage and is separated into double layer charging and the Faradaic contribution from the OH− ions
reactions with surface atoms. It is demonstrated that Faradaic capacitance dominates in CoS hierarchical porous
nanospheres exceeding 770 F/g by an analysis of the voltammetric sweep data.
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1. Introduction

naturally to room temperature (around 23 °C), the black precipitates
were treated with centrifugation at 10000 r/min for 3 min, washed with
deionized water and ethanol alternately for both 3 times and dried in an
oven at 60 °C for 4 h, the CoS-HPNs were obtained.

Transition metal sulfides (TMS) are investigated for catalysis [1],
solar cells [2] and energy storage [3]. Supercapacitors and batteries are
the two categories of electrical energy storage [4–9]. Recently, TMS
have attracted soaring popularity for supercapacitors because of their
high energy density, good cycling performance, and excellent conductivity [10–17]. Among TMS, various cobalt sulfide compositions
with porous and hierarchical structures have been investigated owing
to their superior pseudocapacitive properties [17–33]. Co3S4 hollow
nanostructures grown on graphene presents a specific capacitance of
521.7 F/g at 5 A/g [10]. CoS hollow nanocube structures manifest good
Faradaic performance [13]. Ultra-long CoS1.097 nanotubes networks
have been synthesized for supercapacitors [21]. When working within
the thermodynamic voltage stability window of the liquid electrolyte,
no solid-electrolyte interface (SEI) will form on the electrode, in which
case a high surface-to-volume ratio should be beneficial for high rate
performance. Based on this philosophy, we would like to study mesoporous hollow architectures of cobalt sulfides. Meanwhile, cobalt sulphides show 0 eV band gap which make them excellent candidate for
electrode materials. Although various cobalt sulfide nanostructures
have been synthesized for supercapacitors, barely any work elaborated
on the detailed formation mechanism of these nanostructures. Studying
the formation mechanism of spherical architectures would facilitate
precise control of fabrication and differentiate Faradaic capacitance of
electrode material may instruct further design and manufacture for
enhanced supercapacitors.
Herein, we report an anion-cation exchange method to precisely
fabricate innovative cobalt sulfide hierarchical porous nanospheres
with high specific surface area, consisting of solvothermal synthesis of
cobalt glycerate followed by sulfidation in the presence of thioacetamide to acquire CoS hierarchical porous nanospheres (CoS-HPNs). By
adjusting the sulfidation time, temperature and concentration of mixed
reagents which are involved in the solvothermal reaction, the inner
structure of the CoS-HPNs could be easily adjusted and controlled accurately. We subsequently proposed a “Brownian snowball mechanism”
to explain the high sphericity of CoS-HPNs. First-principles calculations
reveal that outward Co diffusion is faster than inward S diffusion, implying that the CoS yolk-shell (YS) structure forms on the outer surface
of former shell which proves the Brownian snowball mechanism.
Investigating electrochemical charge storage mechanism, the Faradaic
capacitance effects accounts 59.3% of the total capacitances (1310 F/g),
indicating that improving specific surface area of CoS-HPNs is also
necessary.

2.2. Synthesis of the MneCoeS hierarchical porous nanospheres
In a representative synthesis, 0.5 mmol of CoCl2·6H2O (Alfa Aesar),
0.25 mmol of MnCl2·4H2O (Alfa Aesar) and 10 ml of glycerate (Sigma
Aldrich) were dispersed into 70 ml isopropanol (Alfa Aesar), and the
solution shall be ultrasonicated for 10 min until a transparent pink solution is finally formed. The solution was then transferred into a 100 ml
capacity Teflon stainless steel autoclave and maintained at 120 °C for
5 h. After cooling down naturally to room temperature (around 23 °C),
the precipitates were treated with centrifugation at 10000 r/min for
2 min, washed with deionized water and ethanol alternately for 3 times
and dried in an oven at 60 °C for 4 h. For the preparation of MneCoeS
hierarchical porous nanospheres, 30 mg MnCo-glycerate and thioacetamide (Sigma Aldrich) were added into 20 ml ethanol (Sigma Aldrich)
and the solution must be ultrasonicated for 10 min until all the thioacetamide was dissolved. The mixture was transferred into a 100 ml
capacity Teflon stainless steel autoclave and kept at different temperature, amount of thioacetamide and sulfidation periods. After
cooling down naturally to room temperature (around 23 °C), the black
precipitates were treated with centrifugation at 10000 r/min for 3 min,
washed with deionized water and ethanol alternately for three times
and dried in an oven at 60 °C for 4 h, the MneCoeS hierarchical porous
nanospheres were obtained.
2.3. First-principles calculations
The calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package [34] code based on density functional theory (DFT).
We used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [35] exchange-correlational functional and the projector augmented wave method [36] in our calculations. A plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 300 eV was used to
expand the electronic wavefunctions. The Brillouin zone integration was
conducted on a 4×4×4 Monkhorst-Pack [37] k-point mesh. Atomic coordinates in all structures were relaxed until the maximum residual force
was below 0.02 eV Å−1. The optimized lattice constant is 9.18 Å for the
unit cell of Co3S4, which is in agreement with other computational [43]
and crystallographic data (Co3S4 Crystal Structure: Datasheet from
“PAULING FILE Multinaries Edition-2012” in Springer Materials (http://
materials.springer.com/isp/crystallographic/docs/sd_0556901),
Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg & Material Phases Data System
(MPDS), Switzerland & National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS),
Japan.). Either Co or S vacancy was created and allowed to migrate in
the material to simulation diffusion in solid phase Co3S4, during which
energy barrier was computed by the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) [38]
method.

2. Experimental
2.1. Synthesis of the CoS hierarchical porous nanospheres
Analytically pure commercial chemical reagents were used. In a
representative synthesis, 0.5 mmol of CoCl2·6H2O (Alfa Aesar), 10 ml of
glycerol (Sigma Aldrich) were dispersed into 70 ml isopropanol (Alfa
Aesar) and the solution was ultrasonicated for 10 min until a transparent pink solution was finally formed. The solution was then transferred into a 100 ml capacity Teflon stainless steel autoclave and
maintained at 120 °C for 5 h. After cooling down naturally to room
temperature (around 23 °C), the brown-pink precipitates were treated
with centrifugation at 10000 r/min for 2 min, washed with deionized
water and ethanol alternately for 3 times and dried in an oven at 60 °C
for 4 h. And the Co-glycerate powders were prepared successfully. For
the preparation of CoS-HPNs, 30 mg Co-glycerate and thioacetamide
(Sigma Aldrich) were added into 20 ml ethanol (Sigma Aldrich) and the
solution must be ultrasonicated for 10 min until all the thioacetamide
was dissolved. The mixture was transferred into a 100 ml capacity
Teflon stainless steel autoclave and kept at a different temperature,
amount of thioacetamide and sulfidation periods. After cooling down

2.4. Materials characterization
Microstructure of the nanospheres was examined by using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Tecnai G220) in the bright field at
200 kV for images and field emission scanning transmission electron
microscopy (FESEM) (JEOL, JSM-7800F). TEM was also used for EDS
mapping. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were acquired by a Bruker
XRD (D8 ADVANCE A25) with Cu Kα (λ = 0.154178 nm) radiation.
The diffraction patterns were recorded from 10° to 90° at a scanning
rate of 5°/min. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were obtained through an ESCALAB 250 Xi electron spectrometer from VG
Scientific using 300 W Al Ka radiation. The base pressure was approximately 3 × 10−9 mbar. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface area
and pore structure analysis were measured on an Autosorb-iQ2-MP
surface area and porosimetry analyzer.
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2.5. Electrochemical measurements

c+ =

The cathode slurry was prepared by mixing ethanol with CoS-HPNs
powder only (no binder or conductive agents). Then the slurry was
pressed onto nickel foam (round sheet with radius r = 7 mm) at a
pressure of 25 t, and then dried at 70 °C for 3 h. The typical mass
loading of CoS-HPNs electrode materials in each nickel foam sheet is
about 2.5 mg/cm2. The tap density of the CoS-HPNs is 0.35 g/cm3. With
a pressure of 25 t, the compacted density of the CoS-HPNs is 2.073 g/
cm3 if pressed against a hard nonporous substrate.
Electrochemical measurements were conducted on a CHI 760E
electrochemical workstation in 3 M NaOH aqueous electrolyte in a
three-electrode system, where a platinum foil serving as the counter
electrode (−) and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference
electrode. We will use symbol U ± to denote the measured electrode
voltage of cathode and anode with respect to a reference electrode (SCE
here), and use symbol

V

U+

where

1 dQ
m+ dU+

With solvothermal reaction of CoCl2·6H2O and glycerol under
120 °C for 5 h, Co-glycerate solid spheres could be synthesized successfully, this method is modified from early report [22]. CoCl2·6H2O
and glycerol are firstly dissolved into isopropanol totally and at a
temperature of 120 °C, glycerate (C3H5O4−) resulted from the decomposition of glycerol (C3H8O3) will attract Co2+ ions to form Co-glycerate (Co(C3H5O4)2) nucleus. Owing to homogenous nucleation mechanism, round and uniform Co-glycerate nanospheres (Fig. 1, stage A)
could be synthesized [22] with diameter on the order of 500 nm. An
anion-cation exchange method under the solvothermal condition is
used to transform Co-glycerate solid precursors into CoS-HPNs. The
overall transformation procedure can be illustrated schematically in
Fig. 1. At stage B, Co2+ ions which are rich in Co-glycerate solid sphere
react with S2− ions decomposed from thioacetamide at 85 °C for 0.5 h
on the very surface of original Co-glycerate sphere. The sulfidation
process could be regarded as an anion-cation exchange reaction between Co-glycerate and thioacetamide. At stage C, after sulfidation for
1 h inward diffused S2− ions and outward diffused Co2+ ions provide
an unfailing supply of sources for the growth of cobalt sulfide shell
leading to a clearly defined gap space between the shell and inner Coglycerate. At stage E, with the progress of sulfidation for 15 h, the volume of inner Co-glycerate solid sphere become further smaller while
the shell of cobalt sulfide grows thicker. After sulfidation for 24 h, the
Co-glycerate sphere disappears eventually, and one whole cobalt sulfide
thick shell is finally obtained at the end of stage F. The formation formula (equation (1)) is as follows:

(S2)

where m+ is the mass of the cathode-active material (in g) without the
Ni-foam current collector. In this work we always use CoS-HPNs as the
cathode. Differential capacitance can also be defined for the anode,

c

1 dQ
m dU

(S3)

although in “half-cell tests” we do not care very much about what
happens on the anode side as long as its reaction kinetics is facile enough in providing the sources and sinks for the OH− and e− that one
needs for the cathode reactions. c+ is generally not a constant and
depends on U+, so we can define an average capacitance
U+uppercut

c+

c+ (U+) dU+
U lowercut
1
Q
1
Q
=
= +uppercut
uppercut
lowercut
m+ U+
m+ U+
U+
U+
U+lowercut

t is the charge/discharge duration.

3.1. Formation and calculations

to denote the measured cell voltage. We will use Q≡Q+ = Q- (unit
Coulomb) to denote the charge transfer from anode to cathode. The
cathode's differential capacitance will be denoted by lower-case

c+

(S5)

3. Results and discussion

(S1)

U

I t
m+ (U+uppercut U+lowercut )

Co(C3 H5O4)2 + CH3C(S)NH2 + H2 O

C H3C H2 OH
85° C, solvothermal

CoS + CH3C(O)NH2 + 2C3H6O4

(1)

(S4)

As for stage B, C, D and E, the thin-shell particle, which is spherically symmetric at the beginning, will tumble in the liquid solution due
to thermal Brownian motion and minute flow agitations, causing
random gyrations and translations of the inner core which is still

over the voltage range [U+lowercut, U+uppercut] that the cathode experiences.
When we perform galvanostatic charge/discharge with constant current
I, we get

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis process of CoS hierarchical porous nanospheres.
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a Co2+ ion to sustain the diffusion process. This way, a fresh outer shell
surface in excess of Co can be consistently formed from within and the
reaction of Co and S would take place externally, completing the
snowball-accumulating process. This echoes the experimental phenomenon that new cobalt sulfide is formed outside the shell instead of
packing up at the interior, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Moreover, if we
assume interstitial diffusion does exist, then S2− and Co2+ ions would
act by themselves as the diffusion species instead of their respective
vacancies. In this manner, the same conclusion can also be drawn from
energy barrier analysis, which is detailed in Fig. S1.

immersed in an inner fluid (as the thin-shell is unlikely to be fully
hermetic at the beginning). This causes dispensation of Co2+ and other
species in a spherically symmetrical manner in the inner fluid, the
further reaction of which with the outside S2+ will keep the spherical
symmetry the shell despite thickening, like a rolling snowball. In cases
where the inner core is stuck firmly on the shell and cannot randomly
tumble, we have seen deformed core-shell structure as well with imperfect sphericity (Fig. 3(k1) TEM picture), but this is rare in our experiments. We call this mechanism of forming a spherical shell despite
transient off-centeredness (see Fig. 3(b2-i2) TEM pictures) the “Brownian snowball mechanism”. Meanwhile, the concentration of S2− ions
in the gap space decreases dramatically when cobalt sulfide continuously forms, and it turns hard for S2− ions to diffuse into the gap
space because of the barrier-like shell.
First-principles calculations were carried out to quantitatively investigate the vacancy diffusion barrier for S2− and Co2+. Fig. 2(a)
demonstrates the proposed mechanism of forming the cobalt sulfide
shell. First-principles calculations were carried out to quantitatively
explain this mechanism. Typically, a diffusion process takes place in
two possible manners, namely vacancy diffusion or interstitial diffusion. In a solid-state material medium, however, diffusion is primarily
realized by vacancies. Thus, we can compare the energy barrier for
vacancy migration through the S and Co lattice site to decide which
diffusion direction is dominant in forming the shell. As shown in
Fig. 2(b), it was found that migration energy required for S vacancy is
higher than that of Co along the diffusion path, indicating that S2− ions
are much harder to get through the solid-state shell than Co2+. As a
result, Co vacancies in the shell would profusely move inward to allow
Co2+ ions to move outward (Fig. 2(a) and (c)). The Co2+ ions inside the
shell would act as a Co reservoir. Whenever a Co vacancy reached the
inner shell surface a Co2+ in the reservoir would come to it and supply

3.2. Morphology characterization
To further demonstrate the formation mechanism of the metal sulfide nanospheres, FESEM, TEM and powder XRD are adopted to capture
the morphological evolution as a function of the sulfidation time.
Fig. 3(a1, a2) shows that the Co-glycerate precursor is composed of
uniform and monodispersed solid spheres with slightly wrinkled surface
and no visible pores. After sulfidation reaction at 85 °C for 1 h, the color
of the as-prepared CoS-1h transformed from original brown-pink into
grey-black. If the sulfidation time is 3 h or more, the color turns totally
black, indicating the formation of metal sulfide. As presented in
Fig. 3(b1, b2), a clear gap space appears between inner Co-glycerate
core and outer cobalt sulfide shell. Compared with Co-glycerate, the
surface of CoS-1h has become rougher which suggests the occurrence of
sulfidation reaction on the Co-glycerate surface. With the sulfidation
time gains, the inner Co-glycerate sphere shrinks gradually while the
diameter of outer cobalt sulfide shell increases progressively and all the
Co-glycerate sphere disappears when sulfidation time reaches 24 h
(Fig. 3(c1, c2) to Fig. 3(i1, i2)). EDX-elemental mapping (Fig. 3(j1, j2,
j3) and Fig. 3(k1, k2, k3)) offers clear evidence about the elemental

Fig. 2. DFT calculations of vacancy diffusion barrier and pathway using NEB. (a) Schematic illustration for the diffusion of Co2+ and S2−. Co2+ is more
favorable than S2− to penetrate cobalt sulphide shell. (b) Energy change from initial to final configurations, and (c) the associated atomistic structure along the
pathway for Co and S vacancy diffusion. The red circle illustrates the initial and final position of the vacancy site. One Co atom (colored in blue) and one S atom (in
yellow) are drawn to show how they are displaced by the migration of vacancy. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. FESEM, TEM and EDX-elemental mapping
images of Co-glycerate and various CoS-HPNs.
(a1, a2) FESEM and TEM photos of Co-glycerate solid
spheres; (b1, b2) FESEM and TEM photos of CoS-1h
HPNs; (c1, c2) FESEM and TEM photos of CoS-3h
HPNs; (d1, d2) FESEM and TEM photos of CoS-5h
HPNs; (e1, e2) FESEM and TEM photos of CoS-7h
HPNs; (f1, f2) FESEM and TEM photos of CoS-9h
HPNs; (g1, g2) FESEM and TEM photos of CoS-12h
HPNs; (h1, h2) FESEM and TEM photos of CoS-15h
HPNs; (i1, i2) FESEM and TEM photos of CoS-24h
HPNs; (j1, j2, j3) TEM, cobalt and sulfur EDX-elemental mapping images of CoS-1h HPNs; (k1, k2, k3)
TEM, cobalt and sulfur EDX-elemental mapping
images of CoS-9h HPNs.

several cobalt sulfide nanospheres are partially broken owing to thin
shells. Nevertheless, (Fig. S4) the majority of CoS-HPNs remain complete and intact. The fabrication of this yolk-shell and hollow architectures could be explicitly explained by the continuous ion exchange
process mostly on the outer surface of the pre-formed cobalt sulfide
shell as discussed earlier. The presented “Brownian snowball” mechanism of forming hierarchical porous nanospheres is facile and quite
universal. For instance, uniform and monodispersed MneCo-glycerate
solid spheres with a diameter of about 900 nm could be fabricated by a
similar solvothermal method (Fig. S5(a1, a2, a3)). The MneCo-glycerate solid spheres chemically transformed into MneCoeS hierarchical
porous nanospheres after sulfidation reaction (Fig. S5(b1, b2, b3)).

distribution on and within spheres. The overall distribution of cobalt
and sulfur elements in the CoS-1h and CoS-9h HPNs are uniform, which
verifies the formation of cobalt sulfide composites. The crystallinity of
all the samples are examined by XRD which is shown in Fig. S3(a). No
obvious diffraction peak could be found in the nine samples, revealing
poor crystallinity of all the cobalt sulfide samples and this amorphous
architecture may facilitate their electrochemical performance [31–33].
The Co-glycerate spheres are highly uniform and monodisperse with a
diameter of around 500 nm, and the slightly wrinkled surface of Coglycerate spheres could also be observed (Fig. S2). The relatively low
sulfidation temperature (85 °C) for all samples induces the poor crystallinity and amorphous architecture [22]. In Fig. 3(c1, d1, e1, h1),
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Fig. 4. (a) Pore size distribution of all CoS-HPNs; (b) Specific surface area of Co-glycerate and all cobalt sulfide samples; (c) Schematic illustration for grain growth in
CoS-HPNs shell.

3.3. Precise control of the shell of CoS-HPNs

cores in Figs. S8(e, f, g) are in the shape of ooze (brown dotted line)
which implies the decreasing mechanical strength properties of the
inner nanospheres owing to a continuously outward diffusion of Co2+
ions during sulfidation process.

The sulfidation time, temperature and concentration of mixed reagents are taken into consideration for precise control of CoS-HPNs.
Temperature and concentration of thioacetamide are two other fundamental factors in the formation process of CoS-HPNs. The hierarchical
porous nanospheres acquired from sulfidation at 100 °C for 3 h are
decorated with numerous small cobalt sulfide spheres (around 30 nm in
diameter) scattered on the surface of original cobalt sulfide hierarchical
porous nanospheres (Fig. S6) which implies higher sulfidation temperature damages uniformity of the cobalt sulfide shell. In Fig. S7(b),
cobalt sulfide sphere obtained when 200 mg thioacetamide is used as a
sulfur source has thicker cobalt sulfide shell and darker Co-glycerate
inner spheres than normal cobalt sulfide spheres from Fig. S7(a). More
long-lasting supply of sulfide ions from the decomposition of thioacetamide would accelerate the formation of outer cobalt sulfide shell and
decelerate the disintegration of the inner Co-glycerate sphere which
would induce a thicker and denser shell of the resulting cobalt sulfide
spheres, which may lead to lower specific surface area and inferior
electrochemical performance. To reveal the regularity of the changing
parameters of various CoS-HPNs, specific statistics have been collected
in Table S1. Two curves are presented in Fig. S9(d): one represents the
diameter of Co-glycerate against the diameter of the formed cobalt
sulfide shell as a function of sulfidation time and the other one manifests thickness of the shell against the formed cobalt sulfide shell as a
function of sulfidation time. Two curves simultaneously signify that the
Co-glycerate turns smaller while the cobalt sulfide shell gains thicker
with the increasing sulfidation time. Meanwhile, the Co-glycerate inner

3.4. Characterization of CoS-HPNs
N2 adsorption-desorption measurements are employed to calculate
the specific surface area (SSA) of Co-glycerate and all cobalt sulfide
samples (Fig. S3(b) and Fig. 4(a)). Fig. 4(a) implies that pores in CoSHPNs are mainly mesoporous and microporous, which are formed between interconnected amorphous areas and will facilitate electrochemical performance of supercapacitor. As shown in Fig. 4(b), Coglycerate only possesses an SSA of 20 m2/g. With the increasing sulfidation time, SSA of various CoS-HPNs increases dramatically before
CoS-9h to the highest 140 m2/g and decreases gradually to 80 m2/g of
CoS-24. Sulfidation process triggers the formation of numerous tiny
cobalt sulfide grains on the surface of Co-glycerate which is in favor of
improving SSA of CoS-HPNs (Fig. 4(c), A). After sulfidation for 1 h
(Fig. 4(c), B), grains grow slightly bigger, porous and hierarchical shell
of CoS-1h turns marginally thicker and higher SSA could be acquired
compared with CoS-0.5h. However, when sulfidation reaches a critical
point (∼9 h) (Fig. 4(c), C), CoS grains grow larger continuously, shell of
cobalt sulfide becomes thicker, the gaps between cobalt sulfide particles
turns narrower, and the whole shell architecture becomes denser again
because of Brownian snowball mechanism, leading to a decreased SSA
afterward (Fig. 4(c) and D). Furthermore, the oxidation states of cobalt
and sulfur are investigated by XPS. Full-survey-scan spectrum (Fig.
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Fig. 5. Electrochemical properties of CoS-hierarchical porous nanospheres. (a) CV curves of CoS-9h; (b) Galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD) curves of CoS9h; (c) Comparison of specific capacitances of cobalt sulfide spheres at 5 A/g; (d) Rate capability of cobalt sulfide spheres at various current densities.

S9(a)) confirms the presence of Co and S elements in CoS-3h, CoS-9h
and CoS-15h and absence of S element in Co-glycerate. Figs. S9(b and c)
displays high-resolution XPS spectra of Co and S elements. For CoS-9h,
the peak centered at around 779.16 eV and 794.26 eV are evident of
cobalt sulfide of Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 in the composites. The gap
between Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 peaks is 15.10 eV which matches the
standard spin-orbit coupling of Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2. The S 2p peak at
162.73 eV corresponds to the spin-orbit coupling in cobalt sulfide [25].

CoS + OH

Ch arg ing
Disch arg ing

CoSOH + OH

CoSOH + e

Ch arg ing
Disch arg ing

CoSO + H2 O+ e

(2.1)

(2.2)

Consistent with the CV results, all galvanostatic charge/discharge
tests (Fig. 5(b)) show symmetric features with a step derived from the
Faradaic redox. A specific capacitance as high as 932 F/g at a current
density of 5 A/g was obtained for CoS-9h. Over a wide range of current
densities, CoS-9h continued to provide a well-behaving galvanostatic
charge/discharge curve and high capacitance, achieving 650 F/g at 50
A/g, which is much higher than known EDLC and quite comparable to
the capacitance of transition metal-oxide faradaic pseudocapacitors.
Comparing with other samples prepared by different sulphidation time,
shown in Fig. 5(c), the sample obtained by 9 h marked as CoS-9h possesses the best performance due to its highest specific surface area and
electronic conductivity. Rate capabilities of all samples are graphed in
Fig. 5(d) with a current density of 5 A/g to 50 A/g. CoS-9h owns the
highest specific capacitances at all current densities and with the increase of current density, the specific capacitance of CoS-9h electrode
decreases gradually, but still keeping a high value of 650 F/g even at 50
A/g. Approximately 70% of capacitance for CoS-9h is retained when the
current density is elevated from 5 to 50 A/g. Compared with CoS-9h,

3.5. Electrochemical measurements of CoS-HPNs
We use 3 mol/L NaOH aqueous electrolyte. The typical Cyclic
Voltammogram (CV) curves of the CoS-9h-HPNs electrode at various
scan rates ranging from 2 to 30 mV/s in a voltage window of 0–0.6 V
versus SCE are provided in Fig. 5(a). The CV curves demonstrate a set of
symmetric Faradaic charging/discharging peaks, signifying the presence of redox reactions of cobalt sulfide during the charge and discharge process. Even with a 15-fold increment in scan rate, from 2 to
30 mV/s, there is no large change in the shape and position of redox
peaks, indicating that the redox reactions have fast charging/discharging kinetics. These obvious redox peaks might be attributed to the
reversible Faradaic redox processes of Co2+/Co3+/Co4+ based on the
following reactions (equations (2.1) and (2.2)) [21,22]:
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Fig. 6. Electrochemical mechanism analysis of CoS-hierarchical porous nanospheres. (a) Reciprocal of specific capacitance versus square root of scanning rates,
v1/2, the extrapolation of capacitance to v = 0 is given the total capacitance. (b) Specific capacitance vs. root-inverse sweep rate, v−1/2, with v from 2 to 50 mV/s;
Extrapolated intercept capacitance is rate-independent capacitance, the remainder diffusion-controlled capacitance. (c) 3D surface plot of specific capacitance, rootinverse sweep rate (v−1/2), and specific surface area. (d) 3D scatter plot of specific capacitance, specific surface area, and sulphidation time.

other samples display inferior electrochemical performance. However,
their rate capabilities are still good relative to other materials. The
robust redox reactions established in all samples confirmed by the cycling test at a high current density of 10 A/g for 1000 cycles (Fig. S10a).
After that, the retention of all electrode materials remains well above
90%, some of them even reach over 100%. The excellent cycling ability
stem from their unique hierarchical porous and amorphous architectures. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Fig. S10(b)) found
Co-9h to have very low equivalent series resistance of ∼0.4 ohms. This
may be attributed to better contacting to electrolyte, because of the
unique hierarchical porous architectures. High conductivity is a guarantee for obtaining excellent rate capability which is critical in supercapacitors requiring high power density and energy density simultaneously.
The total capacitance can be separated into two components: the
Faradaic contribution from the OH− ions reaction process, referred to
as pseudocapacitance, the nonFaradaic contribution from the electric
double layer (EDL) effect. In the partition procedure, the total voltammetric specific capacitance, CT, is given from the extrapolation of
voltammetric charge, C, to scan rate v = 0 from the plot of 1/C vs. v1/2
(see Fig. 6(a)). Here, we can obtain the total voltammetric specific

capacitance CT = 1310 F/g for CoS-9h hierarchical porous nanospheres
and CT = 1185 F/g for CoS-7h, CT = 1110 F/g for CoS-12h.
To investigate the electrochemical charge storage mechanisms, we
next use the method of Conway [39] and Dunn [40,41] to quantitatively separate the contribution. Fig. 6(b and c) reveals the analysis to
establish the charge-storage mechanism for CoS hierarchical porous
nanospheres electrode. Assuming that the current (i) obeys a power-law
relationship with the sweep rate (v) leads to two parts (equation (3))
[42]:

i = av b

(3)

Both a and b are adjustable parameters, with b-values determined
from the slope of the plot of log i vs. log v. There are two well-defined
conditions: b = 0.5 is indicative of a Faradaic process while b = 1.0 is
representative of a capacitive response. At the peak potential, the bvalue is 0.65, indicating that the current comes primarily from the OH−
ion reaction.
A closer examination of the voltammetric sweep rate dependence
enables one to distinguish quantitatively the Faradaic contribution to
the current response. At a fixed potential, the current response can be
separated two components:
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i (v ) = k1 v + k2 v1/2,
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For analytical purposes, combining with the differential capacitance
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where k1 part (b = 1) would indicates that the current is controlled by
the surface capacitive effects and k2 part (b = 0.5) indicates that the
current is the redox reaction controlled process. Thus, by determining
k1 and k2, we are able to quantify the fraction of the capacitance due to
each of these contributions (see Fig. 6(b and c)). This Faradaic capacitance component, k2, clearly dominates in CoS-9h hierarchical porous
nanospheres, exceeding 780 F/g. By comparing with the total stored
charge, the Faradaic capacitance effects contributed 59.3% of the total
capacitances (k1+k2), 1305 F/g, which is consistent with the data
presented above. Furthermore, the surface capacitance component, k1,
of CoS-9h is 525 F/g, a little more than that of 515 F/g for CoS-12h and
500 F/g for CoS-7h. The result is consistent with the trend of specific
surface area: 145 m2/g for CoS-9h, 140 m2/g for CoS-12h, 132 m2/g for
CoS-7h, shown in Fig. 6(d). The total stored charge in our samples can
be separated into three components: 1) double layer charging of nanoparticle surfaces, 2) the faradic contribution from the charge-transfer
process with surface atoms, 3) the faradic contribution from the OH−
insertion process. Here, the surface capacitance component includes
double layer and surface OH− reaction while the faradaic contribution
derived from surface OH− reaction and OH− insertion. In view of the
timeline of sulphidation, the surface capacitances derived from electric
double layer effect have linear relation with surface area since 7 h of
sulphidation time. The CoS nanostructures with higher specific surface
area offer higher double layer capacitance.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2018.11.055.
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